FEEDER AMMETER CLEAR TEST

Description
The FACT, Feeder Ammeter Clear Tester, prevents damage to distribution feeder circuits by detecting ground connections before a feeder is energized.

Distribution feeder circuits can be temporarily taken out of service for planned or unplanned maintenance. This maintenance can include replacing crossarms or insulators, reconductoring, replacing certain transformers or any other task that cannot be readily performed on a live circuit. Typical work safety practices require the installation of bolted grounds on all three phases at every location where work is being performed.

Feeder circuits are typically deenergized at a substation.

Features & Benefits
- Alerts users to grounds left in place before the circuit is energized
- Prevents fault currents, transformer damage and blown fuses
- Fully automated test procedure
- Display shows instructions, messages and ammeter current
- Internal diagnostics confirm proper operation
- Automatically detects incorrect polarity
- Easy to use
- Portable, one person design
- Built-in self test
- 5 amp output, current limited
- Requires 120VAC, 60Hz power
**Application**

Over the course of a maintenance or upgrade program with a number of work sites, dozens of grounds can be put in place over the length of the feeder. When the maintenance or upgrade work is completed, all of these grounds must be accounted for and removed. Failure to remove even one of these grounds before the feeder circuit is reenergized can result in damage either at the location of the ground connection or at the substation where damage can occur to switches, circuit breakers and other equipment. Adjacent circuits will also suffer from the voltage dip or other transients caused by this fault.

The FACT serves to provide a final verification that these grounds have been removed before circuit energization. After the circuit has been visually inspected for grounds left in place and before substation breakers are closed, the FACT is applied to the feeder circuit. The FACT can be applied within the substation or anywhere along the length of the feeder circuit. Unlike simple continuity testers, the FACT can detect grounds left in place and can do so with all of the other equipment connected on the circuit such as transformers, capacitor banks, lightning arresters, etc.

The FACT energizes the circuit at a low secondary voltage and measures the resulting current flow in the circuit. The FACT power supply operates at 120VAC nominal and because it is current limited can be safely connected to any circuit, grounded or otherwise. The FACT includes a built in automatic controller that performs a self test and steps through all three phases, testing each one in sequence. An LCD display shows the condition of each phase and displays any shorts detected. The FACT can differentiate between current drawn by transformers and current resulting from grounds left in place. Any ground left in place on any phase anywhere along the length of the circuit will be detected and displayed by the FACT.

**ORDERING INFORMATION**

| FACT-1 | Feeder Ammeter Clear Test |

All sales are subject to the terms and conditions of the Limitation of Warranty and Liability set forth in the product Instruction Manual and at www.HDElectricCompany.com. Users must read and agree to the Limitation terms, as stated, before using the product. HD Electric Company is committed to ongoing review and improvement of its product lines, and thus reserves the right to modify product design and specifications without notice. HD Electric Company products are available through HD sales representatives worldwide.